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Subject: Homeless home site
Date: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 at 7:31:48 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Linda
To: Julie Fisher

Linda Fryar
1259 40TH AVE

1). If the business secNon of Sweet Home don’t want them to be located in the old City Hall.  Why is it beRer to locate 
them in the residenNal secNon any beRer.  We would have the same issues, if not more. There is children and Seniors 
ciNzen that need to be protected also.

2). How would you (the city) protect the value of our homes with the site so close?

3). How would you protect us as home owners from increases to the theXs, damage, burglaries and trash in our area?

4). How would you insure if any crime increase within our neighbor, that you would close the homeless camp site 
down.
         (Some sort of close within the legal document that would terminate the site within a few weeks.)

5). I need insurance, that our level of living won’t change.  Causing our elderly to be house bound and scared to go 
out in the own yards.
     How about the children, parents need to feel safe and secure that their kids won’t be harmed also.

  I know the homeless needs a place to call their own, Nll they can find their  permanent  housing.  They need to feel 
safe and secure within their own living areas.  But, with all the news and seeing how some choose to live.  It’s hard to 
have a camp so close, knowing that.   If the city would guaranty with follow through with  their word about keeping 
the site clean, quiet and free of drugs.  I would feel beRer about giving it a try.

  I know with the homeless camp being so close us, the property value will go down.  That is not far too everyone that 
lives in the Neighborhood,  any neighbor hood. That is one of the biggest concern to me as a home owner. 

  I just found out that the city is wanNng to make this site a permanent site.  I am very opposed to it becoming a 
permanent
 site.

6).  Is the city going to lower everyones property taxes to compensate us for the homeless site,  for the lose of value?.   
By at least  $3-4000.00.  

  I understand that no one wants a homeless site in their back yard.  But, I have never seen one in the upper class 
neighborhoods.  Why not?  They're always in the middle to lower neighborhoods.


